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Healthily informed? Or fit for nothing? Our three experts put you to the test...

SOME FOOD
FOR THOUGHT...

By Jackie
Lynch

MAKING HEADLINES:
Victoria’s Secret model Karlie
Kloss and the MRSA superbug
were among those in the news

nutritional therapist

1 In terms of nutrition,
which is the better option:
full-fat or low-fat houmous?

8.This year contraceptive pills
taken by a million women,
including Yasmin and Femodene,
were linked to what side effects?

2 If you’re watching your weight,
the best choice of drink is...
a A glass of bubbly.
b A glass of dry white wine.
c A light ale.

THE BODY
BEAUTIFUL

By Ruby
Warrington

3 Ex-Lord Chancellor Lord Falconer
has lost more than 5st by giving up
most meals for a combination of
which fruit and which soft drink?

MAIL ON SUNDAY FITNESS EXPERT

4 Just a quarter of British adults
meet the NHS’s five-a-day fruit and
veg target. So there was widespread
disbelief when researchers suggested
that to reduce heart disease and
cancer risk, we should actually aim for
how many portions?

From bra wars to a
sugar shocker, the...

5 Juicing – one of the year’s biggest
diet trends – is a great way to boost
your intake of fibre. True or false?
6 The average Briton consumes
15 teaspoons of added sugar a
day. According to the World
Health Organisation, what
should the daily allowance be?
7 This year, Time magazine
caused a stir when it published
a cover story on new research
that showed eating which
of the following did not
contribute to heart disease,
contradicting decades-old
medical advice?
a Krispy Kreme doughnuts.
b Six double espressos a day.
c Butter, cheese and red meat.
8 Which pop couple embarked on a
22-day vegan programme at the start
of 2014, sparking a trend for meat
and dairy-free diets?

DOCTOR,
DOCTOR!

By Dr Ellie
Cannon
GP and author

1 Prime Minister David
Cameron claimed this growing
problem – also said by the
Chief Medical Officer to be akin to
the threat from terrorism – was going
to cast us back to the Dark Ages.
What were they talking about?
2 There was bad news for chicken

2 True or false: the best way to
train for a marathon is by doing lots
of sprinting.
3 Actress Reese Witherspoon is
tipped for an Oscar nomination
for the forthcoming film
Wild. The story hinges around
which outdoor pursuit?
4 It’s a balance-challenging
workout much loved by celebs
– and this year Les Mis star
Amanda Seyfried tweeted a
picture of herself doing it with
her dog. What is it?
a The can-can.
b Stand-up paddleboarding.
c Hot yoga.

lovers – almost two-thirds of chickens
bought from supermarkets
were revealed by the
Food Standards
Agency to be…
a Tasteless.
b Overpriced.
c Infected with the
food poisoning bug
campylobacter.
3 Last summer, I
praised Madonna
and Paul McCartney’s
wife Nancy Shevell for
following a wacky but very healthy
celebrity trend for wearing what on
the beach?
4 Statins continue to make news –
and divide opinion. This year,
health watchdogs made a new

Why should I take... Glutamine
Glutamine is an
amino acid (a
building block for
proteins) found
naturally in the body.
Supplements may
counter side effects
of chemotherapy
drugs, such as

1 Lingerie giant Victoria’s Secret came
under fire for its Perfect Body
campaign, but defended itself by
comparing its models to…
a Aliens.
b Athletes.
c Aristocrats.

stomach upsets and
swelling inside the
mouth. It is also
recommended for
improving recovery
after a bone marrow
transplant or bowel
surgery, and
improving wellbeing

in people who have
suffered traumatic
injuries. The
protein is
produced in the
muscles and is
distributed by
the blood, aiding
gut function.

recommendation on the cholesterollowering drugs. Was it that…
a They should be given to anyone with
a ten per cent risk heart disease risk –
five million more patients than
currently take them.
b They should be taken with milk.
c They should be stopped if they cause
unpleasant side effects.

6 Michael Moseley, the man who
brought us the fast diet, also hit the
headlines by saying you can get all the
benefits of a full workout by exercising
for just how many minutes a week?

5 This winter saw the first national
programme to vaccinate healthy
children against which common virus?

7 David Cameron has had a public
struggle with his weight this year.
What form of exercise is he often
pictured doing?

6 Comedian Joan Rivers died aged 81
after complications doing a routine
surgical procedure on which part of
her body?

8 Davina McCall completed a 500-mile
journey running, swimming and
cycling between which two British
cities in aid of Sport Relief?

7 The charge for a single prescription
in England rose from £7.85 to how
much on April 1 this year?

Answers on page 74

YES
PLEASE!
ghd Eclipse Styler
Hair straighteners can be bad for the
scalp. Too cool and they require
prolonged use; too hot and they
can damage hair. These stay at
185C, so they style without
harming the protein structure of
the hair shaft. £145, ghdhair.com

5 I noticed the Duchess of
Cambridge was regularly
photographed taking part in sports
while wearing what (and I warned her
of the perils of doing so)?

Ask aSTUPID
I LOVE THE SMELL
OF PETROL BUT
MY HUSBAND
HATES IT. WHY?
Professor Barry
Smith, director
of the Centre for
the Study of the
Senses at the

QUESTION

University of London,
says: ‘We’re not born
with an automatic like
or dislike of smells –
we learn to have a
negative or positive
reaction to them
based on memories
they hold for us.
Smell is connected to

the part of the brain
responsible for
memory and emotion.
Some people may
like the smell of
petrol as it reminds
them of going on an
exciting journey. For
others, it could bring
back bad memories.’

